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Kudos
Badges

Measure, reward and drive user adoption 
and engagement for IBM® Connections



Accelerate and transform
user adoption of IBM Connections using 
reward and recognition principles to 
encourage and guide behaviour. 
Kudos Badges for IBM Connections is a flexible reward 
and recognition engine for IBM Connections. By providing 
achievements and rewards - Kudos Badges, rank and 
leaderboards - Kudos Rank, and missions - Kudos Missions, 
organisations can dramatically improve their user engagement 
and adoption of IBM Connections.

Kudos Badges works by
leveraging inherent human needs and desires 
to engage in specific behaviour.
Go on, admit it. All of us have a basic drive to receive status 
and rewards. It’s really simple. Most people like recognition, 
they like to receive rewards and earn status. People like to 
progress to the next level and move up ranks. That is the 
premise for Kudos Badges.

Earn your Kudos Points
There are hundreds of potential actions within 
IBM Connections. Kudos Metrics enables us to 
track them and reward users behaviour.
Kudos Badges works by tracking metrics around what users 
do within IBM Connections.  For example when a user posts 
a Status Update, they get a Kudos Point.  When they create 
a blog, they might get 5 Kudos Points. Recommend a file that 
someone else created, get 1 Kudos Point while the receiver of 
the recommendation gets 3 Kudos Points.

Give recognition, say Thanks
through Kudos Thanks, a peer to peer and 
team recognition tool.
There is nothing quite as simple as saying “Thank You” to 
provide some recognition of great work. Think about it...when 
you’re thanked for your great idea, or for putting in that extra 
effort it makes you feel great and more motivated to stay 
engaged. Now you can say it with a badge.

The Kudos Leaderboard enables 
users to view the top 10 contributors 
throughout IBM Connections or within 

their network. What contributes to 
rank? Any action that you earn a Kudos 

Point for.  And as in the real world, 
often it is the actions that others take 

that give you more Kudos. For example, 
recommendations of your Blog, 

Bookmark or File.



Kudos for this, Kudos for that...
There are a range of elements to take advantage of within Kudos Badges.

Kudos Points are awarded for completion of actions and form the basis of the Kudos Leaderboard.

Kudos Metrics & Filters are at the heart of Kudos Badges. Metrics award and track Kudos Points 
that determine if a particular badge, mission, or achievement has been awarded.

Kudos Badges are the rewards received for completing specific actions.

Kudos Categories & Missions lets you define badge categories and missions that guide a user 
through a series of tasks designed to drive specific objectives and performance goals.

Kudos Leaderboard shows the top contributors throughout Connections and how you rank with 
your peers and within Communities.

Kudos Thanks allows you to award a Kudos Thanks Badge to particular people for a job well done.

Kudos Notifications sends notifications when a badge is awarded, via email or a network update.

Kudos Profile Progress displays a progress bar indicating a Profile’s maturity level, giving ideas to 
improve their Profile.

Kudos Badges show up in your Profile in a table that gives an indication of what badges you have received, 
what they were awarded for, how many badges in that category are left to collect, and what overall level you 

are in terms of badge collection.

Kudos Creators
Kudos Badges was created by ISW to address the concerns many clients had 
about successful user adoption of IBM Connections.  
ISW are the leading Australian IBM Premier Partner for IBM Connections. We also offer services 
for Connections hosting, licensing, implementation, customisation, integration, enablement and user            
adoption strategies.  Certified across the full IBM software and infrastructure portfolio, contact ISW for 
a complete technology solution.


